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On January 31,1996, at 1200 hours, with the plant in Mode 1 at 100% power, it was discovered that the service
water strainer backwash system, which provides common service to both service wates trains, is vulnerable to
freezing, and therefore is susceptible to a common mode failure, if the non-vitalintake structure heating system
failed to operate. The previous LER 96-004 had an incorrect event date and this supplement reflects the correct
event date as noted in LER Block 5 above. Subsequent to the discovery, a prompt report was initiated pursaant to
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 (b)(1)(ii)(B). This LER is being submitted pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR
50.73 (a)(2)(ii)(B), reporting of any condition that resulted in the nuclear power plant being in a condition that was
outside the design basis of the plant.

The apparent cause of this event was an inadequate original design that did not consider the effects of freezing
conditions on the strainer backwash system.

A design change has been implemented that replaced the common backwath discharge line with three 'ndependent
backwash lines and relocated the discharge points such that they would not be susceptible to outdoor weather
conditions. Additional design changes are being implemented that will install three temperature switches in the intake
structure to monitor the ambient temperature and arranged to start the strainer backwash cycle on detection of the
approach of freezing conditions. This modif, cation will be completed prior to entry into Mode 4 from the current
outage.

There were no nutomntir or mnntantly initinted snfefv systems nctivated as a remit of this event
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1. Descric:lon of Eventp

On January 31,1996, at 1200 hours, with the plant'in Mode 1, at 100% power, it was discovered that the service
water strainer backwash system, which provides common service to both service water trains, is vulnerable to
freezing, and therefore is susceptible to a common mode failure, if the non-vital intake structure heating system - i

failed to operate, Subsequent to the discovery, a prompt report was initiated pursuant to the requirements of 10
CFR 50.72 (b)(1)(ll)(B). This event was identified while investigating the January 8,1996 event in which an ice
plug blocked the discharge of the common strainer backwash line. This previous event was reported in LER 96-
002 that was submitted to the NRC Staff on February 5,1996.'

The intake structure heating system consists of electric space heaters energized by a non-vital power system. A
- heating system failure, or loss of non-vital power following a Loss of Normal Power event in conjunction with
: freezing outdoor temperatures, could result in freezing conditions within the intake structure.

The backwash system is designed to automatically actuate when strainer differential pressure increases beyond a
determined setpoint. At the backwash setpoint, the backwash valve opens and the strainer motor is energized to ;

flush debris from the strainer This debris is flushed through the backwash piping and discharged outside the
,

intake structure. Freezing conditions within the intake structure have the potential to result in freezing of the <

Instrumentation lines that control the initiation of the automatic backwash and provide the control room Indication -'
! .

of high differential pressure conditions within the strainer. Additionally, ' ass of intake structure heating has the
potential to cause ice blockage in the piping where stagnant water normally stands, at the outlet of each service'

water strainer. The formation of ice plugs has the ootential to prevent fluw in the backwash piping.
- Consequently, the strainers on both trains of the service water system could reach a high differential pressure
and cause the service water system to be in a cond. tion outside its design basis.

II. Quse of Event

The apparent cause of this event was an inadequate original design that did not cons %Ier the effects of freezing
conditions on the strainer backwash system.

J

- lit. Malysis of Event

An investigation has concluded that the backwash system was never designed to operate in subfreezing
temperatures following a loss of the non-safety related intake structure heating system. Freezing conditions in,

conjunction with a loss of intake structure heating could result in both a loss of control room indication of strainer
differential pressure and the ability of the strainers to backwash. Subsequently, the strainers on both trains of the
service water system could reach a high differential pressure and cause the service water system to be in a
condition outside its design basis.

This event is being reported pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(ii)(B), reporting of any condition
that resulted in the nuclear power plant being in a condition that was outside the design basis of the plant.

The safety significance of the strainer backwash system freezing, concurrent with a design basis event is high.-.

However, the potential for such an event to occur is low, since compensatory measures are in place that will
' ensure the operability of strainer backwash during low temperature conditions.

There were no automatic or manuaIly initiated safety systems activated as a result of this eventi
,
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IV. Qpr.ective Action

Following the discovery that the strainer backwash system is vulnerable to freezing, a temporary log was
,

established to monitor the intake structure temperature every four hours so that a loss of intake structure heating
is recognized before temperatures fall below freezing. The temporary log has since been replaced with a
procedure change to operations form 2669A-1, " Unit 2 Turbine Building Rounds." The operations form provides
the guidance for monitoring the intake structure temperature. After the discovery of low temperatures in the
intake structure (below 40 degrees), actions will be initiated to prevent freezing of components within the intake

: structure, including but not limited to, supplementing building heating.

A design change has been implemented that replaced the common backwash discharge line with three
~ independent backwash lines. This design change also relocated the discharge points such that they would not be
susceptible to outdoor weather conditions.

Additional design changes are being implemented that will install three temperature switches in the intake
structure to monitor the ambient temperature and arranged to start tne strainer backwash cycle on detectic.i of
the approach of freezing conditions. This modification will be completed prior to entry into Mode 4 from '.ne i

current outage.

V, Additional Information '

LER 96-002 reported that corrective actions had been implemented to prevent ice plugging at the open end of
the backwash line where it drains into the discaarce trough. This corrective action consisted of removing a two
foot long horizontal run of pipe which extended through the intake wall so that the backwash line would end inside
tne intake structure with a vertical discharge into the trough. Subsequent to this modific11 tion, it was discovered
that the open end of the line was still susceptible to ice buildup. Although the ice buildup did not result in
blockage of the backwash line, temporary corrective measures were implemented to prevent ice buildup. As
stated above, a design change is being implemented to reduce the susceptibility of the backwash discharge lines
to ice buildup.

Similar Events

LER 96-002

Manufacturer Data

None
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